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1,950 mixer-goers enjoy fog machine, fire alarm
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he sweat rained upon the
crowd, the dancing was in
full swing, and the St. Louis U.
High students wore their assorted Goodwill mixer outfits:
the 2012 Back to School Mixer, hosted by Student Council
(STUCO), seemed to be like any
other year’s—until the fire alarm
sounded at 8:28 p.m.
For the second year in a row,
the mixer was held in the Danis
Field House. According to Director of Facilities Joe Rankin, the fog
machine set off the photo-electric
smoke sensors in the Field House,
which set off the fire alarm.
“When we see smoke, (the
sensors) see smoke,” said Rankin.
Whenever a fire alarm at
SLUH goes off, no matter what
time of the day or night it is,
Rankin gets a call from the fire
department on his cell phone almost instantaneously. As Rankin
spoke to fire department officials,
Assistant Principal for Student
Life and STUCO co-moderator
Brock Kesterson called, trying to
figure out what was going on.
Kesterson told the DJ’s to
stop playing music and announce
to the dancers that they must im-

Grant from 2009
finally put to use
BY Joel Ocampo
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Dancers crowd the DJ table in the Danis Field House last Friday. The smoke machine set off the fire alarm.

mediately evacuate the building,
which proved very chaotic because mixer-goers could not use
the doors on the ground level that
led directly outside.
Instead, all mixer-goers had
to squeeze up the two narrow
staircases on the east and west
ends of the Field House and then
proceed out the north exits facing

DeSmet president living
with SLUH Jesuits
BY Thomas
STAFF
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Riganti

he Jesuits of Saint Louis U.
High have extended their
hospitality towards DeSmet president Wally Sidney, S.J., who is living with them.
The Jesuit communities at
SLUH and DeSmet met last year
with the provincial of the Missouri
Province, Douglas Marcouiller,
S.J. to discuss the possibility of
merging the two communities.
At
the
photo | courtesy
time, DeSmet’s DeSmet yearbook
community
consisted of
eight Jesuits:
Jack Bergin,
Bob Bosken,
former SLUH
president Bob
Costello, formal
SLUH
Sidney
principal Michael Durso, Vincent Giacabazi,
Don Lee, Ronny O’Dwyer, and
Sidney. Bosken moved to the Jesuit nursing facility at St. Louis
University because of the onset
of Alzheimer’s. Giacabazi and

$1000 award
spent on poetry
books for library

O’Dwyer, both scholastics, left
after completing their regency assignments. Costello moved to Jesuit Hall at Saint Louis University
to work with Christian Life Communities (CLC) but he remains a
part-time DeSmet chaplain. Lee
left to work in campus ministry
at SLU.
Durso, Bergin, and Sidney
are the three remaining Jesuits
in the DeSmet community. Marcoullier asked for Bergin and
Durso to move to Jesuit Hall at
SLU from which they commute to
DeSmet and for Sidney to remain
president at DeSmet and commute there from the SLUH Jesuit
community.
“He suspended the Jesuit
community,” said Sidney. “He
didn’t close the community.
There’s a possibility that in the future there would be another Jesuit
community.”
Marcouiller thought that
three Jesuits in the community
was too small when other living
options in the St. Louis area excontinued on page 5
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the old cafeteria and science wing.
As a result, the evacuation
process was slow and took several
minutes.
“Obviously, the goal is to get
people outside as quickly as we
can. I think the one thing that
we’ll do is move people away from
the turnaround knowing that the
fire truck comes up that drive-

way,” said Kesterson.
Kesterson said that when
STUCO rented the fog machine,
they asked the owners if fire
alarms were an issue, and the
owners said that SLUH would not
have any problems. When STUCO returned the fog machine and
mentioned the whole incident,
continued on page 2

No Issues Day this year
For first time since
1956 no mock
election planned
BY Sam
STAFF

Fentress

N

o current SLUH student has
ever been a part of it. Now,
no current SLUH student ever
will. Issues Day, a quadrennial
presidential election-prompted
event—whose purpose is to educate students about current social
and political issues—will not be
taking place this year.
The event, which was first
held at SLUH in 2000, was not
put on this year’s calendar for a
few reasons, one being a lack of
interest. There are also no plans to
hold a mock election, which Prep
News records show dates back to
1956.
“I met with principal (John)
Moran last year, and we spoke
about (Issues Day) and talked
about possible days,” said social
studies Anne Marie Lodholz.
“There wasn’t a faculty member
who said, ‘Yes, I would like to lead

News

Four ASC teachers at SLUH
Mr. Couch, Ms. Dutton, Mr. Holmes, and
Mr. Santel return to Jesuit enviroments as
ASC teachers. Page 4
Q&A with filmmaker Will Morris
Will Morris sat down with the Prep News
to discuss his hit Running of the Bills and
Back to School mixer trailers. Page 8

the charge.’”
Social studies teachers have
organized Issues Day in the past,
as the issues discussed deal with
topics relevant to the department.
Lodholz and former social
studies teacher Paul Michaelson
organized and coordinated the
event in 2008, but with Michaelson’s death in 2010 and Lodholz’s
involvement in many other SLUH
groups, the day lacked leadership.
According to both Moran
and Lodholz, another concern
was the high number of irregular
school days this year, which leads
to less time for teachers to cover
all of their material.
“There was also a concern on
the faculty’s part that we fill the
schedule with a lot of irregular
things, and therefore reduce class
time, so they wanted to keep as
many (regular) days on the calendar as they could,” said Lodholz.
Besides the lack of faculty
backing and the desire for a more
routine schedule, there seemed
to be nothing keeping Issues Day
from happening.
“It’s hard when news comes
continued on page 5

Sports

Soccer in middle of tough stretch
After a winless trip to Indiana soccer looks
to rebound against MCC foes at the CBC
tournament. Page 7
Feature

Abeln at center for Team USA
Senior and Mizzou commit Alec Abeln
can now add Team USA to his growing
football resumé. Page 7

he SLUH library boasts an
extensive collection of resources, books, and magazines
both for research and fun. And
while e-books and Internet resources might make the library
collection appears stagnant, it is
continually expanding. Thanks to
a grant won by Pete Winfrey, ’09,
back in 2009, a new collection of
poetry books will be part of that
expansion.
Winfrey won the grant
through his victories in the Poetry
Out Loud contest at both the state
and national levels.
Through Winfrey’s first place
finish in the Missouri state competition and a top ten finalist position at nationals in Washington
D.C., he won a $1,000 grant for
the school library for both of his
victories.
This grant, sponsored by both
the National Endowment for the
Arts and the Poetry Foundation,
is given every year to each of the
finalists’ schools for the purpose
of enriching the poetry collection
in the finalists’ school library.
Although the money was
received back in 2009, English
teacher and Poetry Out Loud
moderator Chuck Hussung explained that a long and tricky process prevented the library from
ordering the books immediately.
Eventually, with the cooperative work of Hussung and librarian Cortney Schraut, the final list
of poetry books to be bought with
the grant was completed in the
spring of last year and ordered at
the beginning of the school year.
“I would give Mrs. Schraut
a long list of books and then she
would give me back the price for
each of the books, which might
sell as high as $990, so I would
have to give her a new list,” Hussung said. “And this took about
four tries before we finally made
a list that spent the whole $1000
grant.”
Although long and tiresome,
the process of picking out the perfect books for the library and the
school was “a wonderful problem,” according to Hussung.
continued on page 8
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Writers spend time at Kenyon
Four SLUH students got the chance to
spend two weeks at Kenyon College this
summer to improve their writing. Page 2
Seniors travel to Camden, NJ for service
This July, 10 SLUH seniors and two teachers went to Camden for the annual Urban
Challenge Program. Page 5
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the owners shrugged it off and
said, in Kesterson’s words, “Yeah,
that can happen.”
“They knew that they might
not have gotten the sale so they
didn’t bother (telling us),” said
Kesterson.
Outside, mixer-goers milled
around for a few minutes while
a fire truck waited in the turnaround before faculty chaperones
and STUCO members told mixer-goers that it was safe to enter.
By 8:55, most people were back
on the dance floor, albeit without
the fog machine.
Besides the usual horde of
girls and SLUH guys, STUCO had
an unexpected guest: rain.
“Because of the rain, we had
to change things up a little bit:
line people up inside, which took
a little longer,” said STUCO Vice
President Kevin Brennan.
There were two parallel lines

The skyline of Shanghai, where varsity chorus stopped on its trip through China.

performance showed what hard
work, practice, talent, and the
right song could do.
“There were so many kids
that turned out,” said senior chorus member Scott Szewczyk, “especially (for) the one in Nanjing.”
Along with the pressure of
the concerts, traveling from city to
city while practicing songs, keeping order, and planning activities
presented another obstacle for the
supervisors and the students.
“We kind of had a division of
labor,” said Tai. “I would arrange
the activities and Dr. Joe Koestner
would take any opportunity for
them to practice and perform. Dr.

Moran was on the trip so I let him
handle all the discipline.”
“It was the easiest tour I’ve
ever been on …” said Koestner.
“Dr. Tai had everything organized
from top to bottom.”
The trip also included sightseeing for the group, which visited major tourist sites such as the
Great Wall, the Shaolin Temple,
and the terracotta army.
“The China trip gave me an
appreciation of what we have
here,” said Szewczyk, “It … makes
you less cocky. We’re not so different (from them).”

inside, one for girls and one for
SLUH students. The lines snaked
from the Danis Lobby, down the
band corridor, past the computer
labs, to the right past Scott Gilbert’s office, and all the way to
the lobby-area outside the locker
room.
Kesterson thought that the
inclement weather plan subdued
the energy that usually accompanies mixers.
“What it does is it helps us
have a little more control of the
situation and keep people bottlenecked into one way as opposed
to this one onslaught which could
be potentially dangerous,” he said.
Mixer organizers started letting in mixer-goers at approximately 6:45, and the last girls were
admitted at around 8:10.
STUCO co-moderator Lauren Dickens described the process
as “smooth but slow … We’re certainly going to look into how to
get people in faster because it is

only a three-hour mixer. We want
everyone to get in and have fun,”
she said.
This year’s mixer attendance
was lower than in the past: 1,950
people attended as opposed to
2,700 from the year before. Eight
hundred sixteen mixer-goers
were SLUH students, and the remaining 1,137 were girls.
Like the Mission Week mixer, girls could reserve tickets on
Tixer beforehand. In fact, they
were required to. The site opened
up for ticket reservations Monday
morning, and by Tuesday night,
the 1,300 limit had been reached.
There were some rumors that students at Metro Catholic Conference schools were reserving tickets for nonexistent girls.
“It is certainly something that
we’re going to look into for mixers
in the future,” said Dickens.

Tornado sirens send students into basement
BY Kieran
REPORTER

O

Connolly

n Friday afternoon, St. Louis U. High’s students and
teachers had just begun to pack
their bags and leave the building
when the local tornado sirens began to sound.
Though the usual start-ofyear emergency drills hadn’t happened yet, there was no time to
lose. Teachers and faculty walked

Sinay

E

Fire alarm disrupts Back to School mixer
(continued from page 1)

Woeltje, Raeber, Geiser
capture elusive 36 on ACT
BY Jackson
REPORTER

T

his past summer, 12 of last
year’s St. Louis U. High varsity chorus members, accompanied by Principal John Moran,
Chorus Director Joe Koestner,
and Chinese teacher Ching-ling
Tai, ventured overseas to perform
for hundreds of people in China.
The trip started in Beijing
on May 31, included stops in the
cities of Xian, Luoyang, Nanjing,
and ended in Shanghai on June
13. The chorus had three major
scheduled performances—in Beijing, Nanjing, and Changshu—
spread out over the course of 15
days.
“We also did some extemporaneous concerts out in museums
and tourist places,” said Koestner.
“If we found a place that had really good acoustics … we sang a
song.”
The three main concerts required the chorus members to
memorize over 15 songs and to
practice them constantly, even
while traveling.
“We warmed up a lot …” said
Koestner. “We would often have
to do our warm-ups and practicing on the bus.”
The group needed a variety of
songs to appeal to the audience of
each concert. The turnout at each
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through the hallways, herding
students towards the basement.
Assistant Principal for Student Life Brock Kesterson estimated that the entire student
body was down in the basement
about three or four minutes after
the start of the alarm.
“I was pretty pleased with
the way people reacted, and I
may have seen some frustration
because it was time to go home,

but people acted quickly and efficiently,” said Kesterson. By 3:15,
less than ten minutes later, the
alarm passed and the students
and teachers went their separate
ways.
This week marked the beginning of emergency drills for
SLUH, with a fire drill during yesterday’s Activity Period.

SLUH Scholarship Golf Classic
The Country Club of St. Albans will host the tournament on October 15th.
Proceeds from this inaugral event will go to St. Louis U. High’s scholarship
fund. One attendee is guaranteed to win a 2013 Lexus RX350.

very year it seems, a few students from SLUH earn perfect
scores on the ACT. Since 2005, 29
students have received a 36, with
four from the class of 2012.
This
year,
seniors
JohnWoeltje, Matthew Raeber,
and Nick Geiser each took the infamous test in June and earned a
36. Woeltje and Geiser perfected
it on their second time, after scoring a 35 in earlier tests. Raeber,
however, got a 36 on his third try
taking the test, after originally receiving a 34 and then a 35 on his
second try.
All three students took math
teacher Craig Hannick’s ACT preparatory course, and took numerous practice tests provided from
various ACT books.
Woeltje said, “I took the
practice tests over and over again
to prepare until I became good
and fast at them.”
Raeber played games of
Scrabble the night before the test

because he said that it relaxed
him while still keeping his mind
sharp. None of the three did
any last minute cramming; each
started preparing weeks in advance.
Although anticipating perfect or near-perfect scores, each of
the three reported being surprised
and excited when finding out
about the perfect score. Woeltje
found out while in a McDonald’s
drive-through and celebrated by
shaking the car and screaming.
Raeber said he was in shock when
first hearing about it, and Geiser
was absolutely ecstatic.
Raeber and Woeltje both
said that they weren’t too nervous
when taking the test, but Geiser
reported having a stressful proctor.
Although a blessing, Raeber
also calls it a curse because of
the challenge of having to decide
and narrow down between the
innumerable amounts of college
choices with which they are presented.

Senior and three juniors
sharpen writing at Kenyon
BY Jack
STAFF

T

Kiehl

his past summer, four students—senior Kieran Connolly, and juniors Gabe Newsham, Adam Thorp, and Jacob
Hilmes—spent two weeks writing at the Kenyon Review Young
Writers Workshop.
The session took place in
Gambier, Ohio at Kenyon College from June 24 through July 7.
It drew over 200 writers from all
over the country in addition to
Puerto Rico and China.
During the two weeks, the
writers were divided into eight
small groups of around 13. Each
day during the two weeks, the
groups attended five hours of
workshops, where they write fiction and poetry. They worked on
pieces, eventually choosing one to
read in front of the camp.
Standing in front of the 100
rising juniors and seniors didn’t
end up being intimidating.
“By the second week you
kind of knew everybody,” said
Newsham. “A lot of time spent in
the auditorium was your friends
cheering for you.”
In addition to writing, many
times during the two weeks writers read published pieces, sometimes from the Kenyon Review,
the well-known literary magazine
from Kenyon College. Much of
what the writers read was contemporary poetry and short stories.
“(Kenyon) exposed me to a
lot of different pieces of writing,”
said Thorp.
The remaining hours of the
day were spent meeting the wide
range of people.
“Eighty percent of our time
was talking to people,” said Connolly.
Though SLUH sent the most

students to the workshop, the Jr.
Bills branched out to make new
friends.
“Just last week I had a two
hour phone call with one of my
friends (from the program),” said
Newsham.
The session was not without its minor setbacks, however.
About a week in, a storm left all of
Gambier without power.
“All the lights were out in the
dorm, all showers had to be taken
in the dark, and the hallways were
pitch black,” said Thorp.
To go to the Kenyon Workshop, applicants had to submit a
300 word essay in addition to a
transcript, a counselor letter, and
a teacher recommendation.
Students first heard about the
camp when two representatives
came to SLUH.
“One thing led to another
and I was signing up (and) sending an application,” said Hilmes.
The four SLUH students left
Kenyon with better writing skills
and, more importantly, a greater
desire to write.
“Before there was very few
times that I would write. I would
assure myself that I was a writer,
but I would rarely ever write,” said
Connolly.
The four bring their experience back to their SLUH co-curricualars. Thorp and Connolly
both have roles on the Prep News,
Newsham and Connolly are
both editors of the Sisyphus and
Hilmes has shifted his focus from
cross country, writing more for
the Prep News.
With better writing skills, the
four all left glad that they had experienced Kenyon.
“It’s a great experience, one
of the best things I’ve done,” said
Hilmes.
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Letter to the Editors
$4500 could have been used to support Honduras project
To the editors:
From Stephen Lumetta’s column last week, I learned that we
as a school spent about $4500 to
bus everyone to St. Francis Xavier
Church for the Mass of the Holy
Spirit. Although it was nice to
have Mass in a beautiful chapel, I
do not believe it was worth it. The
new Si Commons is a good place

to celebrate Mass, and the transportation costs would be less.
The $4,500 could be put to better use. For example, the Nutrition Center in Honduras receives
no school funding. The money
comes from donations from the
Mothers’ Club and the proceeds
from our sales during activity period.

Although it takes less
than $35,000 to run the center for a year, we would not be
able to keep the program going without the Mothers’ Club.
I realize that because I am one
of the seniors going to Honduras
for Senior Project, I am open to
the criticism that I just want money to pay for my plane ticket. This

3

is not true. Although some of the
money we make from sales does
help us pay for the tickets, most of
the money goes to the Center.
Let’s take responsibility for
the projects we claim to support.
We call the Nutrition Center
“the house that SLUH built,” not
“the house that Mr. Merriott and
the seniors who go to Honduras

built.”
As students, we are proud to
be able to help the less fortunate,
but we don’t always act on it. For
example, we could potentially
turn the Center into a charity for
Mission Week. So let’s pick up the
slack and live up to our claims.

est role in my use of pub tran.
I know that my situation offers
only a small glimpse of the larger
pub tran system in St. Louis, but
judging from the amount of time it
took me to get to school, it seems
to highlight how students from Illinois are isolated from their Missouri colleagues. People I talked to
from Missouri of similar commute
distances had much shorter commute times.
Before I came to SLUH, I
knew I would be a small, unsung
minority. I never realized, though,
just how unsung of a minority
it would be with only 6 percent
students hailing from across the
river. I never realized I would be
only one of a few kids in Mr. Cummings’ freshman film class rooting
for the Illini over Mizzou in the
football game.
Finding out that Glen Carbon is 32 minutes off the Metro
grid gives me a more definite sense
of what my geographic isolation
means, but it also helped me see
that it is still connected to the grid,
contrary to what countless conversations at SLUH had led me to
believe.
Assuming it was a bad traffic
day, riding pub tran added about
35 minutes to my commute, which
wasn’t horrible considering I had
expected worse. Add the fact that
I could do homework while riding, and I probably actually gained
time. It’s not a viable option every
day, but it is an option I wish I
knew about earlier and could have
taken advantage of on some days.
Just out of curiosity, I crunched
the numbers for a pub tran route I
frequently took in Tokyo. By car it
would take 40 minutes with traf-

fic but using the rail system it took
only 35 minutes. There is a payoff
to be had when the pub tran system is good enough that almost
everyone uses it.
Now that I can drive to school
every day if I choose, the appeal of
pub tran diminishes, though I’m
hoping to take it at least once a
month to mix things up. I’ll probably take it again next Tuesday.
More importantly, I wish I
had known about this route beforehand when my mom picked
me up from school every day. I’m
not saying I would have used it every day, but if my mom had to pick
me up late, I wouldn’t have minded
taking the more exciting pub tran
back to my house.
I say this knowing that I probably wasn’t brave or confident
enough to take it by myself freshman or sophomore or maybe even
junior year by myself. I had expected it to be more difficult than
it actually was.
On the way back, after exiting
MetroLink I had to walk a couple blocks to get to the MCT bus
stop. The sun was shining, casting
long, confusing shadows from the
building, and I realized how infrequently I walk in downtown St.
Louis. Seeing as I plan on leaving
St. Louis for college, I couldn’t be
sure of how many more moments
like that I might have left. In tune
with a personal tradition I started
in Tokyo whenever I’m walking
alone, I outstretched the wingspan
of my arms, looked to the sky, and
said aloud, “It’s a great day to be
alive.” I would never have had that
moment if I hadn’t ridden public
transportation that day.

Brian Curran ‘13

Perspective
YOU CAN GET HERE FROM THERE:
From Glen Carbon, Ill. to SLUH by pub tran
BY John Webb
EDITOR IN CHIEF

S

ure I was excited. More than 12
years of education, more than
2,100 days in the classroom, and
this was the first time that I got to
ride the bus to school. It wasn’t yellow, but I rode a bus to school.
I love public transportation
(or, as I prefer to call it, pub tran).
At its best, it’s a great, convenient,
and carefree way to get around a
city. Whenever I ride, I feel plugged
in to the grid of humanity, drawing
energy from my surroundings. I
believe that you can’t really know
the character of a city and its people without seeing at least some
part of that city by pub tran.
I’ve been to Tokyo, arguably
home to the world’s best public
transportation system, and to Los
Angeles where the lack of pub tran
makes it almost impossible to get
around without a car. I’ve seen every kind of pub tran.
I’ve wondered for a while now
why, when I live only 30 minutes
away from SLUH, I’ve never attempted to get to SLUH by pub
tran. To find out I used only my
own two feet and pub tran to get to
and from school on Tuesday.
Let me step back for a minute.
I should preface this by saying that
I live in Glen Carbon, Ill. Yes, you
can laugh, I said Illinois.
The first thing you should
know about Glen Carbon is that
it is not Belleville. In fact, it would
take me 30 minutes to get to Belleville (just as long as it would take
me to get to SLUH). It would be
like mistaking North County for
South County.
The second thing you should
know about Glen Carbon—one
of CNN Money’s 100 Best Places
to Live—is that, since it is not
Belleville, the nearest MetroLink
stop is a 20-minute drive from my
house.
This inconvenience meant
that to get to school, I would have
to ride a Madison County Transit
(MCT) bus to get to a MetroLink
station in downtown St. Louis.
Even though the nearest MCT bus
stop is a seven-minute walk from
my house, neither I nor anyone
that I know had ever ridden it before. Anywhere. For whatever reason, no one I know has ever had
the need.
It takes me anywhere from
35-50 minutes to get to school in
the morning when I drive. While it
didn’t take two hours, it still took
an hour and twenty minutes.
Normally, I wake up at six, but
in order to be completely sure that
I wouldn’t be late, I had to wake up

at 5:30 to catch a 6:08 MCT bus.
If I caught the next MCT bus, I
would’ve had to catch everything
else without missing a transfer to
ensure I got to school on time.
(I later recalculated the time
frame and found that I could have
indeed caught the later bus, saving me an additional twenty minutes of sleep and making the time
difference from when I normally
wake up almost negligible).
Tuesday morning was eerie in
Glen Carbon. The sun hadn’t come
up yet and fog danced under the
street lamps. When I got to the bus

Convention Center and only had
to wait about two minutes for the
train. The train was more crowded than I had expected, but I still
found a seat easily. I listened to
a Japanese language news podcast about cloud computing on
my iPod. After hopping off in the
Central West End, I rode the 95
MetroBus one stop to Oakland and
Kingshighway.
Of course, I couldn’t write
anything about St. Louis pub tran
without mentioning how dangerous I thought it could be. I know
people who have stopped riding

I believe that you can’t really know the
character of a city and its people without seeing
at least some part of that city by pub tran.
stop, I was the only one there.
Slowly, with the sight of each
car driving through a stop sign, I
began to realize the underlying
reason why I had never taken pub
tran before. The few cars buzzing
along by the stop sign was enough
to make me feel self-conscious.
I had assumed that only
people too poor to afford a car
ride the bus. I couldn’t stop thinking that these unknown drivers
were judging me, even though
I knew at the time it was a silly
thought to have. I felt eyes watching me and labeling me as poor.
Although this stigma might be
based on some truth, I didn’t feel
this was the case while I was on
the bus so it probably shouldn’t
be a factor once I was off of it. If I
could have seen past this stigma, I
might have used pub tran long ago.
Over the next two stops, we
picked up another 11 people, making the bus about three-quarters
full. Everyone seemed to be an
office worker of some kind, making me the youngest person on
the bus. I might’ve talked to someone on the way there, but no one
sat next to me. Most of the ride
was, as I had expected, ridden in
stone-cold silence, and I knocked
out the genetics homework I’d
been saving for activity period.
Since I’d never ridden before,
I can’t say that I had any expectations as to how crowded the bus
should be, but I would have definitely been more surprised if it had
been really crowded.
What surprised me most was
the flawlessness of the rest of the
journey. I had done extensive research over Labor Day weekend,
so I had pretty much memorized
my route.
After I got off the bus, I went
across the street to MetroLink

MetroLink because they’ve been
mugged. I’ll admit I took some
money out of my wallet and consciously chose to not wear my class
ring to school with the fear that I
would be mugged.
After my time on the transit
system, I decided my fear of being mugged was mostly the result
of my imagination. I don’t know
if it’s teenage invincibility, but in
my short experience I didn’t feel in
danger at any time. I’m not going
to pretend that I know anything
about theft, but I imagine riding
during the peak hours diminishes
the danger somewhat. I also think
that the majority of theft happens
to and from the station and between transfer points, which for
my route seemed safe enough to
me.
I emailed the marketing assistant at MCT and discovered I only
needed to pay $3 per one-way trip
because MCT bus tickets are valid
on MetroLink and MetroBus and
vice versa. If I paid for a two-hour
pass, I could ride all three systems
interchangeably. Thus a normal
round trip would cost $6, a fair
trade off in gas.
This $6 round trip holds true
no matter how many transfers you
would need to make from anywhere in the Metro System. I don’t
have to pay for my gas so I have little incentive to look at the money I
could save by riding pub tran, but
a cost incentive exists. I also recognize that environmental responsibility could play a motivating role.
Based on my observations,
though, I believe that convenience
still supersedes cost and environmental responsibility to a degree.
Adventure and a desire for variety,
more than cost or environmental responsibility, played and will
probably continue to play the larg-
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New Teachers: Alum Service Corps

Adam
Couch
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Theology

Kirstyn
Dutton
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Biology

Kris
Holmes
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History

Jim
Santel
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English

BY Keith
REPORTER

Thomas

A

dam Couch is teaching theology as part of the Alum
Service Corps (ASC).
After graduating in 2008
from Brophy College Prepatory
School, a Jesuit high school in
Phoenix, Couch attended St. Louis University, where he received a
bachelor’s degree in Theological
Studies and a certificate in Catholic Jesuit Studies.
“Ever since high school I’ve
been interested in teaching, especially with studies of theology
because I went to a Jesuit high
school,” Couch said.
Couch is grateful so far for
the help of theology teacher Danielle Harrison.
“One of the most important

BY Rick Garner
REPORTER

A

new face in Campus Ministry and the biology department this year is Kirstyn Dutton.
Dutton is at St. Louis U. High
through the Alum Service Corps
program (ASC) and is the first
female ASC teacher to come to
SLUH in the program’s 22-year
existence.
For high school, Dutton attended Regis Jesuit High School
in Denver before going to Loyola
University-Chicago, where she
studied theology and biology.
Dutton is at SLUH this year
teaching two sections of fresh-

BY Leo Heinz
REPORTER

T

his is not the first time Kris
Holmes has walked the halls
of St. Louis U. High. It also is
not the first time he has begun a
school year here; it is his fifth.
Kris Holmes knows his way
around SLUH after spending four
years here as a student, graduating in 2008.
For one year, Holmes is back
at SLUH as part of the Alum Service Corps (ASC), which offers
graduates of Jesuit high schools
or colleges the opportunity to
give a year of service back to Jesuit schools.
“I can’t imagine a better
place to spend my year in the
ASC than SLUH,” said Holmes.
When asked if SLUH has
changed in the years he has been

BY Kevin
REPORTER

T

Thomas

he last time English teacher
Jim Santel was in a classroom
here at St. Louis U. High was in
2008, at the end of his senior year.
Now, he’s back as part of the Alum
Service Corps (ASC) program
“It’s weird being back,” said
Santel. “But I like it.”
While Santel was in school
here, he was a News Editor of the
Prep News as a junior and Editor
in Chief during his senior year.

roles a mentor plays in the life of
her mentee is to truly listen and
allow the person to express himself,” Harrison said. “I mostly
listen to him and his experience,
and we both share the same experience, so he knows that he is not
alone.”
Couch has found Harrison’s
advice helpful.
“I sat in classes with her to
get the general idea of the teaching aspect,” Couch said. “She really helped me with the general
skill of class management.”
Couch seems to be in a relaxed mood here at SLUH, and
he said that it is a very welcoming
place to teach at. Harrison agreed.
“In the few short weeks he
has been at SLUH, I certainly
see that he is more confident and

comfortable,” Harrison said. “The
students have a great rapport with
him, and he is enjoying his classroom.”
Though Couch is unsure of
what he’ll do after his ASC year,
he has a good idea of what he
wants to do in the long term.
“To be honest, I’m unsure
about immediately after ASC. It’s
really in the cards. However, in
about five or ten years I would like
to get, at least, my master’s degree
or Ph.D in theology or divinity,”
Couch said.
Though Couch has enjoyed
SLUH so far, he does not see himself teaching high school for the
long term.
“I think I would rather teach
at the university level because I
feel as if I have more experience

there,” Couch said. “At the university level, not only are people asking questions about their life, but
challenging them as well.”
Harrison has good feelings
about Couch’s future.
“I hope he continues to teach.
But more importantly I hope he
continues to follow his heart and
find great ways to incorporate his
love of theology in all areas of life,
a true Ignatian principle of finding God in the marketplace,” Harrison said.
“We’ll see how things work
out, and all I can do is hope for
the very best, and to see what the
future holds,” said Couch.

man biology. As a relatively new
teacher, she describes her teaching styles as open to change and
adaptation.
“I am willing and ready to
try new ideas,” Dutton said. “I
am not afraid of changing my approach to things.”
Dutton hopes this year that
students take away more than just
facts from her class.
“My hope is that my students
learn a lot while enjoying learning,” said Dutton.
Along with teaching biology,
Dutton also works in Campus
Ministry, helping with the recently-instituted freshman service

program, and the coordination of
the school Masses, and she is in
the process of becoming a retreat
team member.
John Lan Tran, S.J., appreciates the new help in Campus Ministry.
“We are blessed with the new
ASC workers,” said Tran. “It is not
common for an ASC (teacher) to
express an interest in Pastoral affairs.”
Tran is confident in Dutton.
“She is a very hard worker,
she is very smart, and she is good
with people,” said Tran.
Fellow campus minister Meg
Beugg sees Dutton’s involvement

as an integral piece of the campus
ministry team.
“I admire her confidence
to jump right into her new surroundings,” said Beugg. “She has
become a key component in our
success so far this year.”
Three weeks into school,
Dutton sees SLUH as a “different
but fun place and will take a little
getting used to.”
“Ms. Dutton has a strong
desire to make a difference,” said
Beugg.

away, he explained that apart
from the Si Commons, Danis
FieldHouse, and technology improvements, SLUH’s philosophy
and principles have not changed
at all.
Holmes enjoyed his time at
SLUH and recalls fond memories
he made in this place. He remembers practicing wrestling in the
loge of the Schulte Theater and
now looks forward to coaching
wrestling in the new Danis Field
House.
“SLUH laid foundations for
the man I wanted to be,” Holmes
reflected. “It really made an impact and prepared me for college.”
Holmes plans to be as active
this year as he was as a student.
He already teaches two sections
of freshman Global History and

is the moderator of the Premier
League Soccer Club.
Holmes brings his own personal experience back to SLUH.
He hopes this helps him as he
teaches, to relate to the students.
So far, things seem to be going well for Holmes though he
admits he is continually trying to
figure out what works and doesn’t
work in the classroom.
“I am still learning skills necessary to conduct a good class,”
he said
“I really enjoying teaching,
and I hope the students are enjoying my teaching,” he added.
Students seem to appreciate
and respect Holmes.
“He seems to always have
great presentations with all the
key points,” said freshman James
Leahy, who has Holmes for glob-

al history. “I look forward to having him for the rest of the year.”
While Holmes enjoys SLUH,
he plans to leave after this school
year to earn a master’s degree in
Egyptology from the University
of Memphis.
After earning his master’s,
he wants to go on to go on to the
University of Toronto to earn a
Ph.D. in Egyptology and teach at
the college level.
Holmes seems very comfortable at SLUH; however, he does
admit that it has been weird calling teachers by their first names.
Holmes is very excited to be back
and looks forward to sharing his
experiences and memories with
his students.

Now that he’s back at SLUH, he
hasn’t been able to stay away from
the Prep News. This year, Santel is
an advisor for the student paper,
in addition to teaching two junior
English classes.
After graduating from SLUH,
Santel went to the University of
Chicago to study English. However, after two years there, he decided to transfer to the University of
Pennsylvania, where he finished
his English degree.
Santel spent a few of his summers after high school back at

SLUH helping out as a counselor
at SLUH’s summer program for
incoming eighth graders, Upward
Bound.
Being a counselor at Upward
Bound wasn’t the only way Santel
spent his summers. In the summer of 2011 he worked for author,
editor, and publisher Dave Eggers
at his publishing company in San
Francisco, McSweeney’s.
Santel, who would like to
be a professional writer after his
ASC year, has had several essays
and reviews published online, in-

cluding one in Eggers’ magazine
The Believer, and another essay to
be published in December in The
American Scholar.
English teacher Jim Raterman is mentoring Santel. He is
quite impressed with Santel’s
work.
“He is wonderful, really concerned, creative. He’s trying many
different techniques,” said Raterman.
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Terri Powell joins food
service staff

BY Will Smith
REPORTER
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Terri Powell

is helpful because sometimes she
has to help cook lunch. At home,
her favorites include casseroles
and soups.
“I have been cooking for over
20 years, and I can make pretty
much everything,” said Powell.
An average day for Powell
involves coming in at 5 a.m. to
set up the staff breakfast and help
with the morning meal in the
Commons. Powell then works on
the food schedule to assign job
responsibilities among the Food
Service workers. Powell also helps
with activity period snacks, works
the register, and handles the lunch
rush. In between, she finds time
to order food for future meals,
make deposits, and sometimes
even help cook. Powell finishes
up her long day at around 3 p.m.
“I am glad be here, and so far
everyone has been very nice and
welcoming to me,” said Powell.
“She seems very nice and
knowledgeable about what she
is doing. I hope she will be able
to get more of the barbeque rib
sandwiches,” said junior Adam
Nestle.

DeSmet president living with
SLUH Jesuits

(continued from page 1)
isted.
Sidney stays at the Jesuit
house with the SLUH Jesuits,
many of whom he has lived with
before.
“We Jesuits, we live in different places,” said John Lan Tran,
S.J. of SLUH. “It’s not that big of
a deal.”
Because of his job as president, Sidney spends most of his
time at DeSmet.
“At that job, he doesn’t have
a lot of time. He’s gone a lot,” said
Ralph Houlihan, S.J.. “Everyone
understands that.”
“It’s a great group of guys
to live with,” said Sidney. “I’ve
lived with Fr. Houlihan, Fr. (Carl)
Heumann on other occasions. I
enjoy getting back together with
them. I’ve known Fr. (Tom) Cummings, Fr. Marco (Marchlewski),
and Fr. Tran for years. (Scholastic
Tim) Kieras, having a younger Jesuit in the community, it’s always

good.”
The Jesuit Superiors of the
different communities around the
St. Louis area are looking into
their numbers and housing needs
so that they can make plans for
the future arrangements of the
Jesuits. Sidney hopes that some
time in the future, there will be a
Jesuit community living at DeSmet again.
With the rearrangements,
Heumann—the superior of the
SLUH Jesuits—was appointed
superior of the DeSmet community, so he spends a little time
each week at DeSmet getting to
know the people there. Sidney
is a member of the SLUH Board
of Trustees and a graduate of
SLUH’s class of 1966 and was
the Jesuit Superior at SLUH from
1987-1988.
“It’s good to be back around
the place,” said Sidney.

Homerom Food Drive

Campus Ministry’s junior pastoral team, supported
by the Mothers’ and Fathers’ Clubs, is hosting a
homeroom food drive from Friday, September 14, to
Friday, September 21. Each homeroom will bring in
a specified group of items. The homeroom with the
most number of items will get a yet-to-be-determined
prize.
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Urban Challange educates about poverty
Mitchell Starrs
REPORTER

O

T

he next time you are at lunch
and you go up to get a couple
of milks or a burger, check for a
new face ringing you up: Terri
Powell, hired this year as the manager of the Food Service department.
Powell’s job includes organizing the menu, ordering food from
suppliers, helping cook the food,
and working the cash register
before school and during lunch.
Eventually, she will be in charge
of setting the menu.
Powell is waiting a while to
make any changes in the menu
since she just started and is still
learning the ropes here at St. Louis U. High. Powell works under
the guidance of food service superior Kathy Hylla who is helping
her transition to SLUH.
Powell is no stranger to food
service, however. She has worked
for the same company, Food Service Consultants, for more than
20 years, and has experience
in both high schools and grade
schools. She started as a volunteer, then was hired part time, and
now works full time for the same
company.
“I am excited to be here at
SLUH, and I hope to learn a lot of
new things and meet people here,”
said Powell.
Powell, a native of St. Louis,
attended St. Agnes grade school
and St. Francis de Sales High
School in south St. Louis. She
now lives in Ballwin. Powell has
three children who are all out of
school.
“I love kids. I love my job,”
said Powell. “I am also excited
about the new things I can do
here.”
Powell loves to cook, which
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n the morning of July 9, Roman Gusdorf, Andy Hitch,
Matt Raeber, Joe Merrill, Elliot
McCandless, Aaron Buettner, Augie John, Nick Geiser, Sam Hack,
and Mitchell Starrs met science
teacher Kathy Chott and campus
minister Meg Beugg at the airport
to catch an early flight to Philadelphia to partake in the Urban
Challenge Program.
After stopping for the obligatory cheese steak in South Philly,
the group drove across the Delaware River and arrived at the
Romero Center in Camden.
Named after Archbishop Oscar
Romero of El Salvador, the center
emphasizes simple living, providing rooms about one fourth the
size of a SLUH classroom, with
two bunk beds in each room, and
one communal bathroom for all
the males. During the same week
that SLUH was there, students
from St. Joseph’s Prep in Philadel-

phia and St. Agatha’s parish from
Boston worked at the center as
well.
One of the most eye-opening parts of the trip was the first
night, when the students went to
the grocery store. Each group of
four had nine dollars to feed their
group for one day. This simulates
living off of SNAP benefits, formerly known as Food Stamps,
the federal program that provides
food assistance to the needy.
The typical day involved waking up around 7:15 a.m., cooking
breakfast and packing lunches.
The students departed the center
for their service sites at 8 a.m., and
stayed there until about 3 p.m.
They returned for team-building
activities before dinner. After eating they broke into groups for
reflection and journaling before
lights out.
One group of SLUH students
spent the week at a daycare center.
“We’d start off the day dancing to little kid music … and then

we’d do spelling exercises,” said
Roman Gusdorf. “We’d usually go
outside which was really, really
fun. There was this game where I
was a monster and they’d just run
away from me.”
Matt Raeber was impressed
with the kids.
“They were growing up in
an area facing drug and violence
problems, yet they were still a joy
to be around,” he said.
The other group went to Abigail House, a nursing home and
rehabilitation center.
“I met truly incredible people and I could see God at work
through them,” Andy Hitch said
of the residents there.
Nick Geiser also served at
Abigail House and said, “It was a
great experience that I thoroughly
enjoyed.”
Buettner, Raeber, and Starrs
have written reflections on the
trip that can be found on the
school website.

AP Euro trip carves journey through Europe
BY Jacob
REPORTER

Hilmes
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T

his past summer, history
teacher Tim O’Neil offered
students the chance to travel
across Europe in a ten-day tour,
crossing through Italy, Austria,
Germany, and Switzerland. This
unique opportunity was offered to
students through the AP Modern
European History class. O’Neil
was accompanied by current senior Matthew Scherrer and 2012
graduates Kevin Kimes, Trevor
Havrilka, and Nathan Zinselmeyer.
“I thought it was a good trip.
We went to a lot of interesting
places,” said O’Neil, “places I had
never been to, such as Vatican
City and Switzerland.”
However, the trip encountered an unfortunate eight-hour
delay before arriving in Europe.
“The pilot came on and said
we had some sort of mechanical
problem, and we had to actually
turn back,” said O’Neil.
Luckily, the delay didn’t delay the tour schedule, as there
was already enough space in the
first day to make up lost time.
Once it began, the tour proved to
be a true learning experience for
the students, and the countries
packed with history.
The tour began on June 11,
introducing the students to new
sights and experiences throughout Europe. After landing in
Rome, the group traveled to St.
Peter’s Basilica, admiring countless pieces of art in the Vatican,
including the Sistine Chapel.
They were later brought through
the waterways of Venice to the
Duomo and Santa Croce, two of

AP Euro trip goers pause near a canal.

Florence’s immensely beautiful
churches.
One of current senior Matt
Scherrer’s most remarkable memories was of Lucerne, Switzerland.
“When we were in the Alps,
it was just really awesome. Just
beautiful, nice and cool, always
good weather,” said Scherrer.
“It’s not like we just went over
there and hung out,” said Scherrer. “We went to all the places
and learned a lot. We saw all the
monuments, the buildings, and
the paintings.”
“A personal interest of mine
is studying the Holocaust, and
when we went to Munich, we
visited the Dachau concentration
camp,” said O’Neil. “That was really interesting for me.”
The trip provided a more real
and in-depth experience that was
not available in the classroom setting
“You get a fuller understanding of what (the Holocaust) might
have been like,” said O’Neil, “be-

cause you get a special sense of
how things relate to each other
much better when you’re actually there. You can’t get that from
reading.”
Although this was O’Neil’s
first time organizing and leading
the trip, he hopes to come back
in the future. This, of course, relies on the students’ willingness to
go, as well as to pay the roughly
$3,800 required.
“It was a good trip,” said
O’Neil. “A good experience, and
we’ll see what the interest is. If
there is a lot of interest in doing
something like that with this next
group, maybe we’ll try to arrange
something again.”
Scherrer encourages students
to take part in this opportunity.
“If you get a chance, take advantage of this. It may cost some
good money, but its a great experience,” he said. “You’ll enjoy
every part of it, no matter where
it is.”

Issues day won’t return in 2012

(continued from page 1)
out of, ‘Oh, this isn’t going to happen?’” said principal John Moran.
“You think, ‘Well, what was wrong
with it?’ There was nothing wrong
with it. It was great. But there are
lots of great things to do.”
Moran also noted that most
of the pushes for things like Issues
Day come from inside, not out-

side the school.
“A lot of our initiatives
around (SLUH) happen because
students or teachers decide, ‘This
is an important issue for our
school right now, let’s put a lot of
our attention on that.’”
Most teachers seem to be accepting of the loss of Issues Day,

although they agree that it was
a great day for students to learn.
Theology teacher Allen Boedeker explained that although the
issues may not have always been
discussed in class, the day was invaluable to educating SLUH students about issues relevant to morality from a Catholic viewpoint.
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Storm chasing Bills ready
for Forest Park XC meet
Brian Suhre
reporter
BY

M

other Nature has not looked
kindly on the First Capital
Invitational in recent years. Last
year the meet was canceled because of extreme heat, and this
year the meet, scheduled for last
Friday, was canceled because of
the threat of dangerous thunderstorms from the remnants of Hurricane Isaac. The St. Louis U. High
cross country team once again
must wait for the Forest Park
Cross Country Festival tomorrow
to race in its first official meet.
In order to simulate a racing experience in place of the
First Capital Invitational, the
team held a time trial last Friday
afternoon on the SLUH track in
between storms. While the track
is obviously not comparable to a
true cross country course, conditions were still unfavorable to the
runners, who were forced to race
with a reduced warm-up time in
wet weather.
Some very impressive times
showed that the team is ready to
compete at a high level this year.
Senior captain Matt Nicholson
won the 5K time trial with a blistering time of 16:12, a sign that
the team has lost no time at the
front end of the top five from last
year.
Junior Tom Rubio came in
second with another impressive
time of 16:36, senior captain Joe
Archer came in at 16:45, sophomore Shayn Jackson finished
fourth with a time of 16:57 and
sophomore Matthew Hennessey
completed the top five with a time
of 17:06.
For an early season race, the
1:06 time split between the top
five is a good indicator of continued success for the team as
the real racing season begins.
The team now sets its eyes on
the always-exciting Forest Park
Cross Country Festival this Saturday. The FPXC Fest, organized
by SLUH, is always the largest
race of the year for the team in

terms of number of teams and
runners. This year will set a new
attendance record with over 3,700
runners from nearly 200 teams.
The race has truly become
the destination meet of the Midwest over the past few years, and
will this year feature out-of-state
competition from Wisconsin, Illinois, Kentucky, and Arkansas.
O’Fallon (Ill.) finished as Illinois
State runners up last year and return the core of that varsity squad
this year, making them a favorite
to win the meet. Marquette University High School from Milwaukee will also look to provide
strong out of state competition
to in state favorites Rock Bridge,
Blue Springs, Marquette, and
SLUH.
The meet will also have a few
quirks rules-wise, with each varsity team able to field nine runners
instead of the customary seven and
SLUH fielding two varsity teams.
Head coach and meet organizer Joe Porter said, “We’re
bringing in a lot of things trying
to make it a carnival atmosphere:
bringing in photo booths, a pasta
dinner for the out of state athletes
the night before, as well as a college meet the night before organized by SLU.” The race will also
feature the usual full barbeque
and merchandise stand.
The team is excited for the
largest meet of the year.
“Forest Park is always a really competitive meet, with teams
coming from all over,” Nicholson said, “Even with the tough
competition, I feel like this year’s
team can bring home a couple
trophies and a bunch of medals this year if we race well.”
SLUH JV runs at 9:30 and the
varsity team runs at 12:15. The
meet is at its same location as prior years at Central Fields in Forest Park. With temperatures only
expected to be in the mid-70s on
Saturday, race conditions will be
nearly perfect and will be sure to
lead to another fast and entertaining meet.

Football transitions to new offense
Jr. Bills look
to Wingo for
CBC game
BY Will Greiner
REPORTER

T

his season, junior Raymond
Wingo looks to build his
own legacy on the St. Louis U.
High football team, following his
brother Ronnie, ’09 (now playing at Arkansas) and last year’s
quarterback and holder of numerous passing records, Trevor
McDonagh, ’12.
Wingo, plays quarterback
for this year’s Footbills. In his
first game under center, Wingo
rushed for 177 yards in the Jr.
Bills’ season opener against Parkway North, which included an 80yard, game-winning touchdown.
He also threw the ball for 18 yards
in the victory.
“He is a very talented young
man that can make things happen
when things might not be there,”
said head coach Gary Kornfeld.
“He makes people miss.”
“He really showed his phenomenal athleticism in running
the football on Friday,” said senior
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To see map of tomorrow’s
cross country course, check
the Prep News website.
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Nick
Granberry

Matt
Hinkebein

Alex
Mackin

CBC just
because
we haven’t
beaten them
in 7 years.
DeSmet since
we haven’t
beat CBHS
the past two
years
CBC will be
more fun this
year

It feels good to
beat both. But we
haven’t beat CBC
Raymond
in 6 or 7 years so I
Wingo
think CBC would
feel better this year.
Alec
Abeln

CB ‘nuff said.

What’s your favorite
MCC school to play at
besides SLUH?

Do you have any
special superstitions
(especially vs. CBC)?

Who’s your
favorite Blue
Crew member?

What’s your
favorite pump
up song?

No.

Colin Barrett “Cant Tell Me
Nothing” by
easily.
Kanye West

DeSmet because
they have the
newest turf.

No.

Probably
Sam Morris
due to his
physique.

“Call Me
Maybe”

The daycare
known as Vianney because
my dad played
QB there.

Write “CZ”
on a lot of my
equipment in
honor of Chris
Zandstra.

Sam Morris
‘cause I like
to see him
shirtless.

“God’s Gonna
Cut You
Down” by
Johnny Cash

Cole Tarlas.

“Heart of A
champion”
and “The Beat
of Zombie
Nation.”

DeSmet because
their turf is really
nice

DeSmet.

CBC. Hinko and
I played a bunch
of games there in
grade school. Kinda
takes me back to
those days.

Yes, I make sure
I touch one of
the signs in the
locker room.
Always really OCD
about my tape. Specifically my spat (the
tape over my shoes).
I make Buha do it for
me.

CBC marks the first time since
last year’s 66-28 loss that the Jr.
Billiken football team will square
off against its bitter rivals. There
almost seems to be an attitude
of revenge against the Cadets for
stifling last year’s magical playoff
run into the State Final Four.
“We want to get back at CBC
for all of the disappointment they
brought to our team last year,”
said Mackin of this week’s game.
Senior captain Andy Reik
said, “We’re just going to come
out, play hard, and play our game,
and we definitely know that we
can beat them.”
Both teams have relatively
different squads from last year’s
teams and it will be interesting
to watch these two teams face off
come Friday. Perhaps this change
of personnel is all that will be
needed for the Jr. Bills to end their
seven-game losing streak to the
Cadets.
When asked about Friday’s
game and the hype surrounding
it, senior captain Alec Abeln said,
“I feel really good about how we
match up. It will be a fun game to
watch and a fun game to play in.
It’s CBC week. I mean it doesn’t
get much better than that.”

Swimming barely falls to powerful P. South

Football captain conversation cube: CBC
Who’s it more fun
to beat: CBC or
DeSmet?

captain Alex Mackin. “I expect
big things out of him for the rest
of the way. Lots of yards, lots of
touchdowns.”
However, even with such success in last Friday’s game, Wingo
insists that there is much for him
to work on.
“There is always need for improvement,” Wingo said.
Wingo attributes his success
to his teammates.
“I know sometimes the line
gets overlooked but they are without a doubt the reason our offense is able to move efficiently,”
said Wingo. “(The running backs)
gave me courage and told me to
keep playing hard,” said Wingo.
When asked about Wingo’s
leadership qualities, junior tackle
T.J. Daniels said, “Raymond is an
excellent leader. He’s quiet, but
he’s a good leader at the same
time. When he has to be vocal,
he’s vocal. When he has to lead by
example, he leads by example. He
just takes control of the team.
With such powerful responses to Wingo’s new role as quarterback for the team, the Footbills
look to upset rival CBC tonight
at CBC.
This week’s game against

Is Lordo in
blue crew?

“CBC Football”
by Rob Hamilton. Hella
catchy... “DD-dalton doin
work!” I love
that.

Swimmers compete for the lead in a freestyle race at Parkway West.
BY Justin
REPORTER

A

Jellinek

fter meets against two of the
Parkway South and Parkway West, SLUH swimming has
made a strong start to the season.
Though they lost both meets, the
SwimBills lost to the juggernauts
from last year, Parkway South,
within one point—a feat that
the team did not even accomplish with the likes of last year’s
superstars Sam Erlinger, Pieter
Derdeyn, and Amir Paschal.
Doing more than his fair
share to fill their shoes, freshman
phenom Justin Andrews already
has state qualifying times in the
200-meter IM and the 200 freestyle (2:06.00 and 1:51:43, respectively).
After only two meets, the rest
of the season looks bright for this
up-and-coming swimmer, who is
only a few seconds off the State
qualifying time in the 500 freestyle as well.
Against Parkway South, the
Jr. Bills found a lot of momentum,
with senior Chris Favier only .02
seconds from qualifying for state
in the 50 freestyle and sophomore Colin Derdeyn inching ever
closer to state in the 100 butterfly, where he is only two seconds
away.
At Parkway West’s pool, the
Jr. Bills swam a hard meet against

the Longhorns, though they lost
103-85. Highlights of the meet
included Favier’s final in the 50
freestyle, fractions of a second off
of State qualifications, along with
the 200 free relay and the 400 free
relay in which he missed State by
only a few minutes.
Aside from Andrews’ state
time in the 200 IM, the other high
point of the meet came in the
first event, the 200 Medley Relay.
The Jr. Bills found much speed in
their relay, consisting of Derdeyn
swimming butterfly, senior Richie
Mayer swimming back stroke,
Andrews swimming breast stroke,
and Favier swimming freestyle.
The first State qualifying time of
the season at the very first meet
of the year provided great motivation for the team.
After a very strong first two
meets, the SwimBills are heavily
motivated to keep working hard.
Working from 4:00 to 6:45 every
night, the Jr. Bills hope to keep
adding to their roster of State
swimmers as the season progresses, starting with the Marquette relays meet on Friday and Saturday.
Swimming so close against
teams that are known for being
some of the tougher opponents,
the Jr. Bills are inspired to keep
battling through the intense workouts and hope to keep hold of
their MCC title from last season.
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Soccer returns from Indiana, drops first MCC match
photo | Sam Gerbic

Justin Sinay and
Brendan Bement
BY

REPORTERS

F

ollowing
victories
against Gibault and
Fort Zumwalt South last
week, the St. Louis U. High
soccer team opened a trip
to Indianapolis with a 2-2
tie before losing its second
game in Indiana and its
Tuesday opener in the CBC
tournament.
On Friday, the soccer players packed up their
bags after fourth period
and hopped on a bus to
Indianapolis for weekend
contests against Brebeuf Jesuit from Indianapolis and
Xavier Louisville from Louisville, Ky.
After traveling through
rainy weather for more
than five hours, the Jr. Bills
squared off against Brebeuf
under the lights.
While Brebeuf held
the 1-0 halftime lead, the Jr.
Bills appeared to be gathering momentum when
senior Joey Fisher scored
in the first minute of the
second half, only to see
Brebeuf regain the lead a
minute later.
Senior Nick Kocisak
was able to get the equalizer, but the Bills failed to
capitalize on their chances
as the game ended in a 2-2
tie.
“They came from behind twice to tie it, so the
team has character,” head
coach Charlie Martel said.
“They have a lot of fight. I
think potentially we’re getting better as a team.”
After waking to a fire
alarm in their hotel Saturday morning, the Jr. Bills
looked to rebound from

Senior Tony Bright guides the soccer ball up the field during the CBC game Tuesday evening.

their outing against Brebeuf
as they took on Kentucky
State champion Xavier Louisville later that morning.
“Not many teams experience waking up at 6
a.m. by the fire alarm,” senior captain Tony Bright
said.
While Xavier took
the lead early in the game,
the Jr. Bills didn’t look too
distraught from the early
wake-up call. SLUH dominated possession and created numerous scoring
chances, especially in the
second half. But this time
there was no equalizer, and
the Jr. Bills dropped their
first game of the year.
“Playing against Xavier
was really the first real competitive game that we had
played,” Kocisak said. “Before this we did play teams
that were challenging, but
none of them forced us to
work as hard, as technical,
or as smart as Xavier did.”
Martel added, “The last
60 minutes of the Xavier
game the guys made really

good progress and played
well. Those 60 minutes was
what really made the trip
successful.”
Earlier this year Martel said that the stretch of
games the Jr. Bills are currently in the middle of
would be the toughest this
year.
After facing off against
Brebeuf and Xavier, the
Bills entered the CBC Tournament this week against
MCC foes DeSmet, CBC,
and Vianney.
The Jr. Bills were pitted
against archrival CBC in
the first game of the tournament on Tuesday night.
The game began slowly, with both teams failing
to grab any momentum or
generate scoring opportunities. At the half, the score
was knotted, 0-0.
As the game quickened
and scoring opportunities
piled up, it seemed the Jr.
Bills were starting to shine.
To the cheer of the Jr. Bill
faithful, out in full force,
junior Tommy Hill volleyed

in the first goal of the game
midway through the second half on a throw-in.
But CBC took the ball
down the field and tied the
game up less than twenty
seconds later while the
SLUH fans were still singing “Olé Olé.”
But the goal failed to
stifle the Jr. Bill momentum, and SLUH produced
countless scoring opportunities for the rest of the
game. However, they just
couldn’t put one past the
CBC keeper, similar to the
previous two games.
“We created a lot of
chances but we need to start
finishing,” Bright said. “One
of the many things we need
to continue to improve at is
finishing.”
CBC got a late goal on
a penalty kick and the Jr.
Bills dropped their second
straight game, 2-1.
“In the first half we
started a little slow,” said
Martel. “But we had some
good moments in the second half. We had four or

five shots that we couldn’t
finish. I easily could have
seen that game going five or
six nothing, us.”
Kocisak added, “It’s always tough losing to CBC,
but I’m really proud of the
way our team played. In
the end of the second half
we played the best we’ve
ever played. We created
numerous chances, but we
just couldn’t keep our composure in front of the net.
After the game, I overheard
CBC’s coach (Terry) Michler tell Mr. Martel, ‘We
didn’t deserve that win.’
Now we know what we need
to work on, though. We
create chances, but we just
need to finish them.”
SLUH played its second game of the CBC Tournament against DeSmet last
night, and closes the tournament against Vianney
at 5:00 p.m. on Saturday at
CBC.
Martel said, “I’m expecting them to play the
way they played the second
half versus CBC. They’ve
raised the bar to a level of
play that I am very pleased
with. We can get better at
holding the ball and passing the ball, but if we can
play the way we did against
CBC, I think we can get
some results.

Underclassmen
Sports
B Soccer (2-0-1)
Monday 9/3
1 2
DeSmet 0 0
SLUH 1 0

F
0
1

Goal: Will DelaRouch
Assist: Eric Helfrich
Tuesday 9/4
1 2
Oakville 0 0
SLUH 0 0

F
0
0

C Soccer (2-0)
Thursday 8/30
1 2
DeSmet 0 0
SLUH 0 2

F
0
2

Goals: Luis Cabrera,
Derek Rieke
Wednesday 9/5
1 2
Priory
0 0
SLUH 1 3

F
0
4

Goals: Austin Danback
(2), Brandon Long, Jacob
Lepak

Nightbeat

The St. Louis U.
High varsity soccer
team was looking to
end their three game
winless streak last
night versus DeSmet in
the CBC Tournament,
but ended up tying 1-1
with senior Zach Hoffman scoring the lone
goal for the Jr. Bills.

C Football (1-1)
Thursday 9/6
1 2 3
CBC
7 23 7

4
0

F
37

SLUH

0

0

0

0

0

Mizzou commit Abeln plays at summer American Football World Championship
BY Clark DeWoskin
SPORTS EDITOR

T

his summer, St. Louis U. High
senior and University of Missouri football commit Alec Abeln
was given a chance to play a few
extra games, and this time there
was a little red to accompany the
usual white and blue on his jersey. Abeln was offered a spot on
the United States roster at the International Federation of American Football World Championship, a chance he couldn’t pass up.
Abeln competed on the
U-19 national team along with
44 other top high school seniors
from across the country. He was
accompanied by three other St.
Louis area players, two of whom
—Eric Beisel of Summit and Fort
Zumwalt South’s Chase Abbington—will be Abeln’s teammates at
Mizzou.
The tournament, held every
two years, was hosted in Austin,
Texas, where the group arrived on
June 22, and immediately began
an intense practice schedule. The
team stayed in University of Texas
dorms, and games were played at
Burger Stadium in Austin, which
accommodates a crowd of roughly 16,000.
Abeln was first contacted

by mail in early March, and also
received a Facebook message inquiring about his interest in playing. After he expressed interest,
Abeln went through a long selection process, which included four
interviews.
“As soon as they asked if I
was interested, I thought, ‘That’d
be pretty cool,’” said Abeln.
Steve Specht, the head coach
at St. Xavier High School in Cincinnati, Ohio, coached the American team. For him, an invitation
to play takes a lot more than talent on the football field.
“When you’re representing
the United States of America,
your character and what you’re
all about and knowing that you
understand the gravity of what
it means to represent your country, that’s No. 1 on our list,” said
Specht in an article by the Columbia (Mo.) Daily Tribune.
As with any athlete asked to
compete in extra games, the fear
of an unnecessary injury was
something that Abeln had to consider before agreeing to play. As
such, he had to get permission
from SLUH football coach Gary
Kornfeld.
“He said if it was something I
really wanted to do then he wasn’t

going to stop me,” said Abeln.
“And I knew it was something I
didn’t want to miss.”
Kornfeld expressed concern
that an injury could jeopardize
Abeln’s chances of playing for
SLUH this fall.
“You can get hurt walking
down the sidewalk, anything can
happen,” said Abeln. “Ultimately
the SLUH season is most important to me, but this was something
I definitely wanted to do.”
Knowing that injury was a
big concern, Team USA took all
photo | Kyle Vogt

Senior Abeln, Mizzou recruit

possible precautions to minimize
the risk to players. University of
Texas medical staff were present
at all practices, and the players
only wore half-pads and weren’t
allowed to make full contact.
“It was still pretty intense on
the line,” said Abeln. “We still got
after it.”
The team competed in three
games over the course of ten days,
while the week leading up to competition consisted of two-a-day
practices. Once games started,
the players were given an off day
after competition, followed by a
walkthrough, a practice, another
walkthrough, and a game on the
fifth day—quite a schedule for the
middle of the offseason.
“With all the attention we
were given, we were able to focus
on just recovering from the day
before,” said Abeln. “It was definitely doable.”
Abeln started at center for the
number one seeded Team USA,
who fell in the championship
game against Canada on July 7 by
a score of 23-17. This followed a
27-13 victory over American Samoa, and a 70-7 shellacking of
Austria.
“After the loss we all kind of
had this feeling of failure,” said

Abeln. “It’s our sport, our country,
and we had an expectation to win,
and I still think we should have.
We held ourselves to a standard.
We wanted to be the best.
“We didn’t underestimate
Canada, but we were a little arrogant, maybe,” Abeln added,
citing the 240 penalty yards USA
allowed in the loss as evidence of
mental weakness.
The players spent the last
night socializing with the international teams. Abeln said the Samoans were a group that the USA
players grew especially close to.
“They actually wanted to buy
our silver medals from us,” said
Abeln. “It kind of put things in
perspective about how much they
wanted to be there and how lucky
we actually were.”
The team jetted home from
the tournament on July 8, ready to
rest and prepare for their upcoming senior seasons.
“The experience of playing
with 45 other D-1 kids was something special,” said Abeln. “I know
it’s cliché, but we kind of became
a family. We’re gonna have a bond
and be friends not just in college
but for the rest of our lives.”
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The trailer king: an interview with Will Morris
BY Brian Dugan
SPORTS EDITOR

Q: You’ve come on the scene this
year as SLUH’s best trailer producer
in recent years. What’s it like to be
getting so much praise?
A: Personally, I’m not a huge attention person; I’m kind of a low-key
person I guess. But it’s nice to get recognition for my work, obviously. It’s
really just, whatever. I mean I welcome it, I love it. But it’s always just
kind of strange to have people actually
seeing it and saying, ‘Oh I loved it, it
was cool!”
Q: Between your two biggest
trailers this year, with the Running
of the Bills and Back to School Mixer
trailers, which did you enjoy more?
A: The Back to School Mixer
one was fun, because that took several days to film. I think we went all
over to do it. And that scene on the
roof, that was pretty fun to do. But I
also just uploaded one last Sunday.
It wasn’t really a trailer, but it was of

the pep rally and the actual Running
of the Bills, and that was probably my
favorite one I’ve made so far, as far as
a video project goes. But as far as trailers go, I’d definitely say the mixer one.
Q: You’ve offered to do trailers
for SLUH sports teams too, right?
A: Yeah, for free. I’m talking to
wrestling right now; I think I’m gonna
do one for them. And rugby and a few
other sports and clubs are still in the
process of coming up with an event,
but they want one. Last year I also already made one for the upcoming ultimate frisbee season.
Q: What got you interested in
doing trailers for SLUH?
A: Well I’ve been making videos
since I was 12, so it’s just something I
kind of picked up. I just enjoy doing it;
it’s fun. And STUCO always had videos that were shot on cell phone cameras or something low quality. And I
mean it’s not the quality that makes it,
it’s what goes into the video itself. But
I can be of assistance; if people don’t

$1000 of poetry purchased
with Poetry Out Loud award
(continued from page 1)
Hussung enjoyed going through
the list of possible poets trying to
make sure it rincluded both poets that
most students would have heard of
and poetry collections that would also
enrich the student body.
While compiling the list, Hussung called upon the help of fellow
English teacher Terry Quinn.
“I made my lists based on a long
and beautiful list composed by Mr.
Quinn,” Hussung explains.
Quinn, who has an M.F.A in poetry and also teaches the senior Poetry
class, acted as the professional advisor
for the list.
“I think he’s got his fingers on the
pulse of poetry in a way I think nobody else in the building does,” Hussung said.
The final list of 45 poetry books
also includes the work of foreign poets
translated into English, as well as native English-speaking ones, books of

poets from French, Arabic, Spanish,
German, Asian backgrounds according to Schraut.
“I think it’s a good list. You could
tell they took their time and figured
out what they really wanted,” said
Schraut.
Since the list was finished last
spring, the whole collection has been
ordered, with most of the books arriving this week.
“Almost everything has come in.
Now, its just a matter of getting them
all processed, catalogued, and set up
on the shelves,” said Schraut.
The new books will all have a
front cover inscription dedicated
to Winfrey, and will all be ready for
shelving and student use later in the
semester. Be on the lookout for this
rich collection on the library shelves
soon.

Cell Phone Infractions

know how to make a video, I can help.
Last year Joe Merrill wanted me to do
the trailers, and STUCO still wanted
me to do trailers this year.
Q: Last year you made the popular short film, The Substitute. How
different is it to make a trailer than
a film like that, and which do you
prefer?
A: That video was very not me,
to be honest. The point was to make
it look like a 1920s film, so it was very
simply shot and not really intricate.
That was more of a ‘Here’s my best
shot at a `20s video,’ but it’s really not
my style at all. These trailers are way
more of what I’d normally do. I mean,
there’s a slight variation because
they’re not really my ideas, but it’s
more something I would make than a
Buster Keaton Substitute type of thing.
Thank you very much, Will, that
should do it.
Yeah, no problem. Thank you.
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Host Families
Wanted
Chinese teacher Ching-ling
Tai is looking for host families. In the second semester, four Chinese exchange
students who can speak
fluent English will attend
classes at SLUH. If 12 host
families are found, the hosting time will be six weeks.
Host families don’t need to
provide a separate room,
only a bed. In addition, they
need to provide transportation to and from SLUH and
meals, but lunch at SLUH
will be provided. If you are
interested, please email Dr.
Tai at ctai@sluh.org.
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2009-2010

2010-2011

Friday, September 7

Schedule R

V Swimming @ Marquette Relays
9am
Mother’s Club Craft Workshop
AP
Senior Class Mass
11:30am American University
4:30pm C Soccer vs. Edwardsville
7pm
V Football @ CBC
Lunch Special—Chicken Bacon Cheese Sandwich
Healthy—Grilled Cheese Italiano

Saturday, September 8
V Swimming @ Marquette Relays
8am
ACT
9am
V, JV, C XC @Forest Park Festival
5pm
V Soccer vs. Vianney @ CBC Tournament

Sunday, September 9
9:30am Family Mass
12pm KEEN

Monday, September 10

Schedule R
AP
Jesuit College Fair
11am
Middlebury College
2:30pm Davidson College
4pm
C Soccer vs. Chaminade
4:30pm JV Football @ CBC
JV Soccer @ Hillsboro
5pm
NIE Meeting with Jesuit Community
Lunch Special—Toasted Ravioli
Healthy—Toasted Ravioli

Tuesday, September 11

Following the change in cell phone policy last year, the number of cell-phone-related JUGs dropped from 106 in
the 2010-11 school year to 96 in the 2011-12 school year. Assistant Principal for Student Life Brock Kesterson was
hesitant to attribute the new policy for the decline, citing the small sample size.
“The sample size is so small, I don’t really know if we can say (the policy change) is the reason there was less.
I don’t know that I would feel comfortable, confident, saying that yet. Maybe after a year, another two years if that
number continues to decline or stay a little bit lower, then yes, maybe there’s a connection there. I’d like to think that
it has something to do with it. “
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2011-2012

Schedule R
Admissions Committee Planning Session
Sophomore Bonus Reading Test
University of Dayton—M108
University of Evansville—M110
Georgetown University—M112
Lindenwood University—M114
4pm
B Soccer vs. Webster Groves
C Soccer @ CBC
6pm
V Soccer vs. Webster Groves
Lunch Special—Taco Salad
Healthy—Hamburger Stroganoff
AP

Wednesday, September 12

Schedule R

8:30am Denison University
AP
Freshman English Tutorial
Boston College—M112
Drury University—M114
Lunch Special—Bosco Pizza
Healthy—Cheese Flatbread

Thursday, September 13

Schedule R
ACES Discussion
University of Chicago—M112
Fontbonne University—M114
4pm
C Soccer vs. Webster Groves
V2 XC @ Parkway Central Invitational
4:30pm C Football @ Vianney
Lunch Special—Chicken Rings
Healthy—Chicken Parmesan
AP

Friday, September 14

Schedule R
Campus Ministry Food Drive
AP
Junior Class Mass
St. Louis College of Pharmacy—M115
4pm
JV Soccer @ CBC
7pm
V Football vs. Vianney
Lunch Special—Pasta Bar
Healthy—Spicy Chicken Sandwich
calendar | Sam Fentress

ACES

ACES is the Association for Cultural Enrichment at
SLUH. We aim to promote awareness and discussion of diversity issues at SLUH and beyond, and
to make SLUH a welcoming place for all students.
Last year, ACES sponsored film discussions, social
events, and mentoring activities. As a co-curricular
activity, ACES is open to all students and faculty
who would like to get involved. This year, ACES
will have weekly meetings on Mondays during
activity period in M204, and we plan to sponsor at
least one event per month. Please join us if you are
interested in contributing to our efforts. For our
opening event, on Thursday, September 13, ACES
will be hosting “Communities Divided,” a forum
about racial segregation in St. Louis—its historical
roots and current reality. The forum will consist of
a short film, a presentation by ACES, and a discussion. We hope to see you there.

